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JazzChord, Summer 1996/97 

__________________________________________________________ 

t’s amazing how some things come full circle. Back in 1989 and into 1990, when I 
was assisting with the establishment of the Wangaratta Festival of Jazz (and 
before the appointment of Adrian Jackson as its artistic director), I tried hard to 

get a good international guest for the inaugural festival. My first preference was 
Betty Carter and her Trio, (with my fallback option the Cedar Walton Trio plus 
Dale Barlow). It’s interesting now to re-read my copious correspondence with Betty’s 
manager Ora Harris, who stressed that Betty had been dying to come to Australia for 
years. Well, it didn’t happen, and the first festival ultimately went ahead in 1990 with 
a solitary guest in the form of the altoist Vincent Herring. But I never gave up hope 
about Betty coming to Australia. In 1994, over lunch with Nicholas Heyward, then 
recently appointed to head the Brisbane Biennial Festival of Music, I recommended  
 

 
 
Betty Carter: dying to come to Australia for years… PHOTO COURTESY TWITTER 
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Betty Carter & her Trio as first cab off the rank, amongst other internationals and 
local groups which I thought would enhance the 1995 Biennial. After all Anthony 
Steel had brought Cecil Taylor in 1993, and there was a standard to uphold.  
 

 
 
US pianist Cecil Taylor: Anthony Steel had brought him for the 1993 Brisbane 
Biennial… 
 
Obviously a man of vision, Nicholas did not disappoint. Betty Carter came in 1995, 
and also performed at The Basement courtesy of SIMA, where I heard her live for the 
first time. She was absolutely beautiful, providing all one could ask for. I was 
surprised, but delighted, that Betty returned so soon in 1996 for the Melbourne 
International Festival, as the director Leo Schofield had shown no interest in jazz 
during his first two festivals in 1994 and 1995. Not only that, he had publicly justified 
his deliberate exclusion of jazz as a matter of policy. But, congratulations Leo; you’re 
a developing personality. Betty Carter returned in 1996 for Melbourne and - lo and 
behold - was booked for the Cup Eve concert that closed the 1996 Wangaratta 
Festival. I must say that, as a pessimist. I felt some trepidation about putting Betty 
Carter in front of a provincial audience two hours away from Melbourne. After all, 
she is very far out, and even hardcore jazz aficionados sometimes find her work hard 
going. But I need not have worried. Betty delivered the goods, and an audience of 
over 500 people loved her. My hat goes off to Adrian Jackson, a brave man who took 
a risk and brought it off. I should have known that, when you put a consummate 
artist in front of an audience made up of people with at least a positive orientation to 
good music, then those people will become part of the performance. Betty could feel 
the warmth and appreciation in the Wangaratta Town Hall, and gave them her best – 
a completely disciplined, and transporting performance. I felt privileged to have been 
there to see her in full flight, at the height of her powers. 
 
* If there’s a lesson for festival directors out there who are not into jazz, but who 
wish to have a jazz component that will enhance a festival’s artistic standing, it is 
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this: seek the advice of jazz aficionados, and listen to them. Start with the jazz co-
ordinators. Most of us are equipped to help you. If not the co-ordinators, then others 
in the jazz world. Avoid the fly-by-night promoters who will steer you towards 
second-rate, so-called ‘popular’ artists who, you’re told, will put bums on seats. Well, 
great artists put bums on seats too. Forget the diehards who tell you that people only 
want one form of jazz, or that certain forms are too far out for the punters. Someone 
should have brought Betty Carter, now 63, to Australia 20 or 30 years ago, when her 
fee was a song. But no-one had the vision. As Betty pointedly said at her Wangaratta 
concert, “You never saw me growing up. Now you’ve got me as I am – grown up - and 
I’m stuck in the groove”. So, we’ve now seen her, late in her career. It was an 
incredible experience. But we might have seen her much earlier, but for the lack of 
vision of jazz promoters and festival directors in the 1960s, 70s and 80s. 
 

 
 
Betty Carter (when she was young): you never saw me growing up. Now you’ve got 
me as I am – grown up - and I’m stuck in the groove … PHOTO COURTESY PINTEREST 
 
*The recent whirlwind visit by Herbie Hancock and his quartet was a reminder of 
how brilliant and virtuosic many of the most famous American jazz musicians are. 
The concert on November 17, 1996, that l  saw at the Seymour Theatre in Sydney (the 
second of three) was simply breathtaking: powerful, relentless music admittedly, but 
always utterly beautiful. A number of people remarked that it was a gruelling 
experience listening to music played with such incredible energy, and I could 
understand what they meant. The level of amplification was extraordinarily high,  
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Herbie Hancock: powerful, relentless music admittedly, but always utterly 
beautiful… PHOTO CREDIT STUART NICHOLSON 
 
even though Herbie’s band was basically an acoustic quartet: Craig Handy 
(saxophones); Kenny Davis (electric & double basses); and Gene Jackson (drums). 
But this was acoustic jazz played at the volume level, and with the dynamics, of rock 
music. On the way out, I asked the sound technician how long he’d been mixing 
Herbie Hancock’s sound. “Five years” was the answer, so obviously this was the sort 
of sound that Herbie wanted to deliver. In the process, Herbie showed what a great 
all-round pianist he is, informing his jazz knowledge with rock and soul music 
influences at will; in this mood he leaves pianists like Elton John, Leon Russell and 
others in the dust. I don’t buy the puerile view put by Richard Guilliat in The Metro 
that so-called “jazz purists” (always unidentified) are saying that Herbie Hancock’s 
music is not jazz. Everything that Herbie played in Sydney was triumphantly jazz. It’s 
not that Herbie doesn’t play jazz; it’s simply that the music is amplified to such a high 
volume level that, to the ears of many people, it sounds like rock music. Also, I don’t 
buy the view that Herbie is a “commercial” jazz artist whose music is dated; it’s much 
closer to the “cutting edge” than most people believe. Certainly it seems more avant-
garde than the sort of “free” music which is often mistaken for the avant-garde; after 
all, people have been experimenting with free music in jazz for over 30 years, playing 
without harmonic changes, written melodies, and rhythmic grooves. This sort of 
music now sounds somewhat old-fashioned when you put it up alongside the modern 
music Herbie’s quartet, which is played with such withering brilliance and 
confidence. If there was a “commercial” element to the concert, it was this: Herbie 
played just enough music to whet one’s appetite - a little over an hour, plus about 20 
minutes of his talking somewhat self-indulgently to the audience. Many people 
complained that the concert was too short. Well, it would be lovely to hear Herbie 
and his band stretch out, as in a jazz club of old, but that’s not going to happen at his 
level. The idea, see, is to get you to buy his CDs. It’s the music business, stupid! 
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*Isn’t it odd how jazz films completely polarise people in the jazz world? I’ve never 
been able to understand the hostility that many people feel towards Let’s Get Lost, 
the film on Chet Baker which I think is my favourite jazz film. But many musicians I 
know hated it; the SBS film critic David Stratton, who claims to be a jazz buff, gave it 
0 out of 5 on The Movie Show. Along comes Kansas City, which is the distinguished  
 

 
 
The Chet Baker film Let’s Get Lost: David Stratton, who claims to be a jazz buff, 
gave it 0 out of 5 on The Movie Show… 
 
US director Robert Altman’s jazz film. I was somewhat disappointed, and at the same 
time fascinated, by it. I thought the script was weak, and I had a lot of difficulty 
understanding the dialogue spoken by Seldom Seen, the gangster played by Harry 
Belafonte. But I was delighted to see the positive reviews given Kansas City by film 
critics, who tended to see it in terms of their great affection for Altman. Evan 
Williams in The Australian (26/10/96) said that for him “the multilayered 
complexity of [Altman’s]  best films was revealed most powerfully in Short Cuts. 
Suffice to say that this latest and much lighter work, Kansas City, belongs in the 
 

 
 
Critics tended to see Kansas City in terms of their great affection for Robert Altman 
(pictured here)... 
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Harry Belafonte (with cigar) and Jennifer Jason Leigh in Kansas City… 
 
same league.” Williams said that the film “is at once a crime story - some would say a 
love story - and a richly imagined canvas of a turbulent American era.” He 
considered the ending of the movie, which is indeed a shock, “among the most 
moving ever filmed. It involves an act of mercy to rank with the greatest of such 
scenes, the final moments of Steinbeck’s Of Mice and Men. Altman follows this 
supremely wrenching sequence with Solitude, a bass duet by Duke Ellington, played 
by a couple of Seldom’s boys [Ron Carter and Christian McBride, for the jazz 
buffs]. And at this moment the film seems almost perfect; there’s not much more to  
be said.” Evan Williams continues, “Altman insists that Kansas City is like a piece of 
music, modelled on the jazz rhythms and structures used on the soundtrack. It’s an 
interesting idea, and one can see certain links, the mood of the film reflected in the 
sounds, the confrontation of the women paralleled by the great saxophone dialogue 
in the Hey Hey Club, and so on. I am not sure the experiment wholly succeeds, nor 
that it greatly matters whether it succeeds or not; the music is worth having, the story 
works in its own right, the background detail is enchanting. It is a film of hypnotic 
richness and beauty.” Robert Drewe in the Sydney Morning Herald (24/10/96) 
praised the music: “Jazz is meant to be the film’s central dramatic force, the soul of 
the story and the only integrity to be found here. (Twenty-one top musicians, playing 
together for the first and only time, represent figures of the pact). This is not your 
common-or-garden soundtrack jazz. Just to hear and see performed Blues In the 
Dark, Solitude and I Left My Baby, and the recreation of a legendary all-night 
‘cutting contest’ between Coleman Hawkins and Lester Young should be, for jazz 
fans, worth the price of admission.” Drewe is critical of the main character Blondie, 
played by Jennifer Jason Leigh, concluding that defects in her characterisation 
almost sink the film. Still, with this and other reservations, his review is a positive 
one. “It’s the look of it, the imaginatively layered stories (chapters, really) and, of 
course, the jazz that -just – saves Kansas City. It seems strange to recommend a film 
that ultimately disappoints. But, listen, it’s an Altman film.” But, be warned. Kansas 
City was not warmly received in Melbourne. The Age in Melbourne (1 /11/96) said:  
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The bass duet on Solitude is played by Ron Carter (above) and Christian McBride 
(below)… 
 

 
 
“Veteran Robert Altman hits a low ebb with this sluggish, low level, mind-numbingly 
dull gangster movie set in Kansas City during the Depression... Jennifer Jason Leigh 
is about the only thing worth watching in this turgid sleeping pill of a film.” For me, 
the jury is still out on Kansas City. Everyone appears to agree that the best thing 
about the film is the music, performed by a number of leading US jazz musicians, 
who also appear on screen. I’m looking forward to hearing the music again on the 
soundtrack CD. 


